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Strategic Objectives
1. In collaboration with students, develop 

a climate action plan aligned with state 

and city goals that includes a timeline to 

reduce Mesa College’s carbon footprint, 

focuses on climate literacy and student 

action, and mitigates Mesa’s impact on 

climate change. 

2. Support processes and initiatives that 

prioritize environmental sustainability and 

reduce Mesa College’s impact on climate 

change. 



Climate Action Plan
Research/Climate Action Plan subcommittee led by 

Michelle Rodriguez

1. The ESC will host a workshop where the campus 

community can comment on and contribute to draft CAP 

sections on: transportation, buildings/energy, food/waste, 

and landscaping/trail on March 25 from 11 - 12:30

An announcement will go out soon.

2. In April, the ESC will host a workshop where 

faculty can add sustainability and/or climate 

change literacy elements to their 

CORs. Planning for this is ongoing and details 

will be provided later.



Climate Action Plan
Research/Climate Action Plan subcommittee led by 

Michelle Rodriguez

3. CAP writers will attend the March 4 meeting of the 

Committee for Diversity Action, Inclusion and Equity to 

discuss whether the CAP elements can be included in the 

campus-wide DEI audit that is getting underway.

4. ESC is working with Associated Students to 

ensure formal student input

5. Interns and a work experience student are 

working on data collection and outreach.
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STARS report
District sustainability interns 

(Jessica, Missael, and Ursula) 

gathering info starting with the 

Mesa College campus and then 

will do other campuses

This is wide-ranging and needs 

support from campus groups



Prioritizing environmental sustainability

District sustainability interns secured a 

$300,000 air quality grant for City College 

from the California Air Resources Board

Establishes that our students can     

write successful proposals 



Prioritizing environmental sustainability

· Coordinating Earth Month activities in April

Currently in planning stages 

· The TerraMesa garden donated more than 350 

pounds of organic produce last year and diverted 

448 gallons of food scraps from the landfill

· Working on a new partnership with 

Food2Soil to process our food scraps at 

no cost in exchange for use of the 

compost hub



Students reached out to Chancellor and 

Board

Awaiting a response from VC Dowd to 

have a meeting to discuss possibilities
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